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introduction

The cooling of a combustion chamber in a turbomachine is becoming more and
more important for manufacturers. Multihole cooling has been used and studied for a long
time1-2-3 but the efficiency of this process can be improved by controlling the wall
temperature with the bare essential cold airflow.

A special test bench (fig. 1) has been made to simulate on a multiholed plate, the
flows and thermals conditions found in a combustion chamber. The values of flow rates,
temperature and pressure can be controlled in a range around realistic conditions.
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                  Figure1: Test Bench Figure 2 : Plate
geometry

The measurement of the temperature is obtained by mean of IR thermography  4-5.
So we can calculate the true temperature of the plate with a self-developed code6.

Geometric effect on cooling

The tested plates are defined by several geometric parameters (fig. 2) such as α
(angle of the hole), D (Diameter of the holes), L (longitudinal pitch), P (transversal pitch).
These parameters had been separately studied under all dynamical and thermal
conditions. So it is possible to discuss the influence of each geometrical parameter on the
cooling effect.

Results:

The figure 3 shows the result obtained on the temperature measurement along a
multiholed plate by the augmentation of the hole diameter D, from 0.3 mm to 0.5 mm
when the hot stream temperature is 860°C. We can immediately see that the cooling
effect is more important when the hole diameter is increasing but also the temperature



mm

gradient increase. The same type of conclusions can be made with the others geometric
parameters which are angle hole and longitudinal and transversal pitch.

Figure 3: hole diameter effect

Conclusions
The numerous tests done, lead us to advice different cooling geometries, depending on
the local dynamic and thermal conditions the combustion wall meet. Each geometry
parameter has been separatively investigated, and it allows us to introduce correlations in
a specific code. This code help the designer to make choice for the geometric distribution
of the multihole cooling device, depending on temperature level wanted, with an
acceptable temperature gradient.
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